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The world is in our hands and
our mission is commitment to a
sustainable future
We believe that by creating new horizons together, this
also leads us to go beyond traditional environment
projects. We are an innovate and unique organization
which believes that success is not solely focused on
business growth, but also on treating the world as our
home. It is about each one of us being conscious of our
actions together. As a result, we will not only enhance life
for ourselves but also for future generations.
Therefore, we developed this project where we plant
100 cedar trees for each transaction closed at ABL
Aviation in the Middle Atlas Mountains of Morocco.

About the Middle Atlas
Mountains of Morocco

The biodiversity, in this region of Morocco, both in flora and fauna make this a
significant tourist destination. Visitors from all over the world enjoy hiking and
admiring the natural wonders of this region.
Unfortunately, plant and animal life have been drastically affected and land for
agriculture has been reduced in the Atlas ranges. Only a few jackals, some
monkey tribes (Barbary apes), and occasional herds of wild boars in the oak
woods remain.

The signs of climate change &
its impact in the region

Spatial distribution of average annual rainfall (1961–1990)
Source: RGPH, 2014; FAO, 2015a.

Spatial distribution of forest cover in northern Morocco
Source: HCEFLCD, 2015.

EVIDENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE

IMPACTING THE FOREST COVER

Annual average data indicate a temperature
rise of about 1.5°C over the last 50 years and a
significant precipitation decrease. The
consequences are visible in the 20–30%
decline in Middle Atlas riverine inputs.

Ifrane is green oak territory, up to 2,000
metres, where cedar, already present above
1,500 metres. The drier climate, causes a rise in
the lower boundary of cedar. Forest species
adapt to the summer deficit but ongoing
climate change is negatively affecting this
already difficult adaptation.

Projections of average annual precipitation and temperatures
Source: Royaume du Maroc, 2009.

OUR FUTURE IN DANGER
Meeting all the water needs of Morocco will
be problematic by 2050. The deficit will be
critical on the plains and coastal areas. Climate
predictions point to a 4–6°C warming and a
20–60% reduction in rainfall towards the end
of the century.

Why planting cedar trees is

so important for the region

PROTECT ANIMAL HABITAT

SUPPORT TOURISM

RESTORE SOIL HEALTH

Trees provide shelter and food for a
variety of animals. Trees create an
environment that foster the growth
of the animal population that would
not have otherwise been there.

The planting of cedar trees will
reinforce the image of the Middle
Atlas Mountains as one of
unparalleled scenery which will lead
to higher levels of tourism in the area.

Soil health is undoubtedly an aspect
of paramount importance to
consider. Trees improve soil health
by protecting the soil from the
impact of rain and transpiring, large
amounts of water.

Planting 100 cedar trees per
transaction in the Middle Atlas
Mountains of Morocco

The Atlas cedar is a cedar tree native to the Atlas
Mountains of Morocco (Middle Atlas, High Atlas), the
Rif, and the Tell Atlas. Cedar trees cover a large area of
the Middle Atlas in North Africa. Unfortunately,
Morocco’s prized cedar trees are being depleted. The
134,000 hectares of forest is not thriving like it used to.

A mature cedar plant can produce 600,000 seeds
annually and can flower during its first year. Seeds are
easily dispersed by wind and water, and severed stems
and shoots of cedar readily root in moist soil.

Cedar trees plantation partially offsets

CO2 emissions

100 TREES
1 TRANSACTION

A carbon offset is a reduction in emissions of carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gases made in order to
compensate for emissions made elsewhere. Offsets are measured in tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent
(CO2e). One tonne of carbon offset represents the reduction of one tonne of carbon dioxide or its
equivalent in other greenhouse gases.

NEW HORIZONS TOGETHER

This is an opportunity to
support the communities
we’re a part of and make a
positive impact on the world
By planting cedar trees, the goal is to restore and
protect the Moroccan Middle Atlas Mountains. We
want to revert the current population decrease of
flora
and
fauna
in
that
region.
Consequently, we at ABL Aviation have decided to
launch our environmental project. We want to
contribute towards the revival of Morocco’s
biodiversity.

BUILDING THE FUTURE
FOR THE NEXT GENERATIONS
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